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BIC codes update

E-BIC Service for Customs

Global ACEP Database
The BIC Code Registry Today

2500+ codes registered to over 2000 container owner/operators in over 120 countries.

Est. > 99% of world's container fleet is marked with ISO-6346 code, in compliance with the CCC and Istanbul conventions.
A valid BIC Code contributes to a secure supply chain and secure borders

- Allows for instant identification of the owner of any container, 24x7 - regardless of how many times it changes hands.
- Applicants provide full contact info and proof of legitimate business.
- Eliminates possibility of duplicates
Customs use of BIC Registry

- In 2011, individual Customs Administrations began requesting electronic versions of the Register for use in threat assessment modules.
e-BIC for Customs launched in 2014

- Download latest file directly into systems
- XML or CSV format available
- Real-time Validation
- Allows Authorities to perform automated validations to assist in threat assessment.
Mobile Site
Check any code 24x7 on any smartphone
Summing up...

- The Register is a valuable tool for Customs
- Free of charge for Customs
- Set-up within one day
- BIC Register + Customs = Increased Security
ACEP

- Approved Continuous Examination Program
- CSC Examination scheme used on most containers

Combined Customs Approval and CSC Safety Approval Plate

Identification #

ACEP # assigned to owner/operator
**APPROVED FOR TRANSPORT UNDER CUSTOMS SEAL**

D/DK/4850-031/2013

**TYPE** D45-NPGD-560-A-LASA  **MANUFACTURER'S NO. OF THE CONTAINER** TL14076933

**Owner:** PVDU3802437  **Unit 45 bv**  **Villapark 7-8**  **3051 BP Rotterdam**

**TIMBER COMPONENT TREATMENT**

**NO TIMBER USED**

**MANUFACTURED BY**

YANGZHOU TONGLEE REEFER CONTAINER CO., LTD. CHINA

**TEL:** 86514 87585823  **FAX:** 86514 87582196

---

**CSC SAFETY APPROVAL**

L-31-SNCH-45002

**DATE MANUFACTURED**  10/2014

**IDENTIFICATION NO.** TL14076933

**MAXIMUM OPERATING GROSS MASS**  34,000 KG.  74,960 LBS.

**ALLOWABLE STACKING LOAD FOR 1.8G**

| STACKED AND SUPPORTED AT 45° LOCATION | 136,000 KG. | 299,830 LBS. |
| STACKED AND SUPPORTED AT 40° LOCATION | 68,000 KG.  | 149,910 LBS. |
| STACKED AT 45° SUPPORTED AT 40° LOCATION | 68,000 KG.  | 149,910 LBS. |
| STACKED AT 40° SUPPORTED AT 45° LOCATION | 68,000 KG.  | 149,910 LBS. |

**TRANSVERSE RACKING TEST FORCE**  150,000 NEWTONS

**ACEP-D-HH-53**
Global ACEP Database

- CSC requires Administrations to publish, audit and renew ACEP's.
- BIC hosts Global ACEP Database to support these requirements and improve safety.
- Verify ACEP number anytime, anywhere

www.bic-acep.org
Questions?

dow@bic-code.org
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